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llb:you can download thestudy materials and notes for llb for all semesters in pdf files from the official website. llb
books for all semester the study materials and books for llb have been updated on the official website. candidates
who are in search of the books and study materials can check the official website. llb stands forbachelor of
legislative law.the department of legal studies aims to educate students for a profession in the field of law, which
has a wide and diversified range of functions and needs. the curriculum is designed to impart knowledge of the
study of law as a subject for examination at the graduate level and also prepare students for various professional
careers and lead them to be a good citizen. it will also develop students as humanists and.. a textbook of
pharmaceutical inorganic chemistry is helpful for the students who are studying b pharmacy course. it is
published as per the pharmacy council of india (pci) norms and regulations and published by sia publishers &
distributors pvt. ltd. this books all the content may be subject to copyright materials. biochemistryis one of the
subjects in the 2nd semester of b pharmacy. it deals with complete understanding of the molecular levels of the
chemical process associated with living cells.. niralipublication books are one of the best selling books most
widely considered in b pharmacy education. below are the links are given tobiochemistry niralipublication for b
pharmacy 2nd semester format for biochemistry. the notes, lecture notes, textbooks and other study materials
for the 1st year mba subject which is organizational change and development has been provided below in pdf
format. we need you to know that the core courses in an mba course is accounting, finance, marketing, human
resources, operations and statistics. the study materials of mba 1st year organizational change and development
has been provided below in..
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mca books & study materials in pdf for all semesters: mca full form is master of computer applications, which is
an undergraduate academic course. this type of teaching course was controlled by the legislative body i.e.,

national council for teacher education. the mca course is the undergraduate degree necessary for teaching in
computer related fields like it, software development, software testing, networking, etc. so, download mca 1st,

2nd year books & notes from the provided links below. b.tech books & study materials in pdf for all semesters: b
tech full form is bachelor of technology, which is an undergraduate academic course. this type of teaching course

was controlled by the legislative body i.e., national council for teacher education. the b.tech course is the
undergraduate degree necessary for teaching in engineering related fields like electronics, electrical, mechanical,

civil, computer science, and computer engineering, so download b.tech 1st, 2nd year books & notes from the
provided links below. download b.tech books & notes in pdf for all semesters: b.tech full form is bachelor of
technology, which is an undergraduate academic course. this type of teaching course was controlled by the
legislative body i.e., national council for teacher education. the b.tech course is the undergraduate degree
necessary for teaching in engineering related fields like electronics, electrical, mechanical, civil, computer

science, and computer engineering, so download b.tech 1st, 2nd year books & notes from the provided links
below. 5ec8ef588b
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